Art Education and Technology:
Connect, Collaborate and Inspire
San Jose Museum of Art docents are pleased to present
how Art in the Dark programs use technology to connect
to, collaborate with and inspire students, teachers, peers,
the museum and the greater community.
Toby Fernald – Connect
Tricia Hill – Collaborate
Karen Lantz - Inspire

Art in the Dark (AITD) is an extension of Let’s Look at
Art (LLAA), a community outreach arts education
program founded in 1972 under the auspices of the San
Jose Museum of Art. This free, docent-based program
brings art appreciation lessons into classrooms
throughout Santa Clara County. LLAA targets K-6th
grades, while AITD serves 6-12th grades. Together the
programs visit over 30,000 students per year. For
purposes of this presentation, the focus will be placed on
AITD, the digital portion of the programs.
In existence since 1992, AITD underwent revitalization
through conversion of print-based art and slides into a
digital format. AITD presentations feature an
interactive, multi-disciplinary approach to learning.
They weave visual art into the sciences, social sciences
and languages in a culturally and ethnically diverse way
that aligns with California Core Standards.
Using the open-ended questioning technique, Visual
Thinking Strategy, the presentations serve as a catalyst
to lead students through the exciting process of
discovering art and embracing the value of it in their
lives.
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CONNECT
Why Digital?
Familiarity of teachers and students with the digital
world.
Ease of audience viewing on a large screen.
High-resolution imagery gives better color quality.
Well-lighted images visible in partially darkened room.
Images obtained easily -camera, scan, Google, etc.
Multiple images can be shown together.
Docent can alter images and limit slides.
Inspire discussion and a deeper Depth of Knowledge
(DOK).
Audio and Video can be included.
Fast response to teacher recommendations – ease of
updating programs.

Conversion to Digital
Imagery and video of Chichén Itzá are presented
showing the value of moving from print-based to digital
presentations.

Connect Through Technology
Digital Art Presentations
Imagery for Educational purposes only*
Imagery Techniques - jpegs best (convert tiffs)
Using Audio or Video
Connecting art to Multi-disciplines –
Common Core*
Open-ended Questions for Critical Thinking
Introduction and Conclusion methods
Equipment requirements for quality projection
Create Docent Guide, Teacher’s Guide
* See Resource Guide

Creating a Digital Presentation
Imagery/Audio/Video
Recommendations for choosing images:
Include Strong Narratives with accessible meaning.
Choose subjects that interest students – relate to their
studies, and/or are current imagery in their lives.
Use intriguing, ambiguous images – art is ambiguous.
Sequence to increase the challenge – develop critical
thinking skills.
Begin with the familiar and move to the unfamiliar,
Realism to Abstraction.
Comparisons, Text, Alterations, Artist’s Process

Imagery Selection
Goals – What are you trying to communicate?
Determine theme and develop flow.
What do you want the students to remember?
What vocabulary would assist students’ ability to
discuss artworks? Domain vocabulary
Focus - STEAM, Common Core, art elements?
Look at students’ textbooks for key ideas, images.
Enhance curriculum with DOK imagery/questions.
Respect for one another and others’ opinions.
Self-esteem building and appreciation of diversity.
Inspire curiosity – don’t supply title (initially).
Look carefully – Thirty-second memory recall.
Technical - High-resolution images, ideally 1000 x
1000 pixels or more are best for projection on a 6’ or
wider screen. Make each image as large as possible in
your presentation for easier viewing and best response.
Where images available– see Resource Guide
Fair Use – see Resource guide

Imagery
Strong Narrative
Intrigue and Ambiguity
Sequence 1 – Familiar to Unfamiliar

Sequence 2 - Flow

Comparison 1- Relevancy of Art history to today
Comparison 2 - Two artist’s views of same subject
Comparison 3 – Two artist’s views of same subject
Comparison 4 – Image to video

Text 1– Artist quote with Artist’s work
Text 2 – Artist artwork with text and related image
Text 3 – Video with text
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George Bellows, Dempsey and Firpo, 1924
Walter Robinson, Melt, 2008
1 - John Sloan’s Sixth Avenue Elevated at Third Street,
1928 to Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a
Staircase, 1912.
2 - Marcel Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase,
1912 to chronophotography study by Eadward
Muybridge, 1878 with animation 2008 to John
Conway’s Game of Life, 1970, animated, to Leo
Villareal’s Supercluster, 2004.
1 - Gilbert Stuart, Martha Washington and George
Washington, 1796 and U.S. one-dollar bill based on
Stuart’s George Washington, 1796
2 - Jacob Lawrence, The Ordeal of Alice, 1963 and
Elizabeth Eckford, Photograph, 1957
3 - Caravaggio (1598-99) and Artemisia Gentileschi
(1611-12), Judith Slaying Holofernes.
4 - Jasper Johns, Three Flags, 1958 and Leo Villareal’s
Flag, 2008.
1 - Robert Arneson “I want to make high art that is
funny, outrageous and also reveals the human condition,
which is not always high”,
Self-portrait and Urinal, 1963
2 - Frida Kahlo’s sketchbook, 1953 and photo, Juan
Guzmán, 1950
3 - Hung Liu video for Summoning Ghosts exhibition,
Courtesy of Oakland Museum of California, 2013
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Alteration 1 – Re-orienting artwork
Alteration 2 – Removal of key parts of artwork
Artist’s Process 1 – Photograph
Artist’s Process 2 –Video
Artist’s Process 3 - Video
Multi-disciplinary 1 – Perspective
Multi-disciplinary 2 – Engineering methods
Multi-disciplinary 3 – Architectural elements

1 - Arthur Dove, Sea Gull Motive (Sea Thunder or
Wave), 1928
2 - Enrique Chagoya, Thesis/Antithesis, 1998.
1 - Sandy Skoglund, photographing Walking on
Eggshells, 1997
2 - Tony Natsoulas, Art2 (Art Squared)
3 – Leo Villareal, Multiverse Installation-Pattern
Recognition, Part 2, National Gallery
1 – Masaccio, The Tribute Money, c. 1427
2 – Michelangelo, Pietá and video
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6De9SFc2jhU
3 – Forbidden City, Supreme Hall of Harmony, Beijing,
China, 1420
Questioning Strategies
Open-ended Inquiry
What’s going on in this artwork?
What do you see that makes you say that? VTS
Depth of Knowledge
Recall, Describe, Identify, Knowledge –
What do you see? How would you describe the lines in
this picture? The shapes? The colors?
Analyze, Comprehend, Skills –
What objects seem closer to you?
Further away? How is this painting like the one we just
saw? What are some important differences?
Interpret, Application of Understanding –
What title would you give to this painting?
Pretend you are inside this painting. What does it feel
like?
Extended Thinking, Design, Evaluate Do all the parts of the composition work together as a
whole? What design features would you use for your
own home, portrait, or sculpture?
Response Strategies
Listen Carefully
Paraphrase or repeat what students say.
“Mark thinks it is made out of clay because it is lumpy
and has a rough texture.”
Accept the Comments Neutrally,
I’m so glad you said that. Be non-judgmental.
Avoid “good”, “great”, Interesting”.
Link Answers that Relate
Take an answer and relate it to a different answer.
Concluding Remarks
Summarize major discussion points.
“Those are wonderful interpretations”.

Title and Conclusion
Title - Grab your audience’s attention

Title and Conclusion
Title

Multiple images of artists, artworks, cultures

1 - African-American Identity: Civil Rights to
Contemporary America, showing seven of the artists
presented in the program.
2 – Ancient Civilization, showing examples from early
Mesopotamia, China, Indus Valley, Egypt, Greece and
Rome.

Mystery

Photography & Modernism, Edward Steichen, The CatGloria Swanson, 1924 and Paul Strand, Wire Wheel,
1917.
David Gilhooly, Frog and Oreo, c. 1990’s

Humor

Conclusion
Humorous Comparison

Conclusion
Utagawa Kuniyoshi, Yada Gorosaemon Suketake, 1800s
and Matsami Teraoka, Samurai Businessman going
Home II, 1980

Comparison

Renaissance and the Middle Age, comparison of
Fortifications c. 1400 of China, Africa, Europe, S.
America and Japan.

Game

California Landscapes, recall of California geography
and imagery.

Timeline

American Art 1900 – 1940 and American Art 1940 2010, a review of the changing focus of American Art.

Connect - Local Examples of Artworks

Ceramics and California Funk Art, showing where the
student can see related artworks in person.

Museum Exhibitions

San Jose Museum of Art’s current exhibitions:
Jitish Kallat, Epilogue, 2010-2011 and Hidden Heroes:
The Genius of Everyday Things.

Equipment
Projector resolution - XGA =1024 x 768
Contrast Ratio is most important – 1000:1, the white
image is 1000 times brighter than the black image.
Room light is the enemy of contrast.
Weight – as light as possible without losing quality.
Lumens – brightness of image on screen
DVI vs VGA - VGA carries analog signals only, DVI
carries both analog and digital and offers better, sharper
display.
DLP, LCD, LCoS projectorsDLP – digital light processing (chip)
LCD – liquid crystal display
LCoS – Liquid crystal on silicon
Laser pointer – focuses direction of viewers.
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COLLABORATE
The How, What, and Why of collaborating to provide a docent based in your classroom program: the tools, the
processes, and what we have learned.
Who needs to collaborate to successfully provide docent based
in classroom art education for your community.
Docent – Docent Peer Group – Teacher – Students – Museum (or
parent organization)

Our Tools
Digital Presentations, Docent Website, Museum Website, Online
Document Storage, Online Calendar, Online Request Form, hardcopy materials, eBlasts & emails.

Our Program’s Fulfillment Process

Market-> Request -> Fulfill -> Evaluate

Marketing
• eBlast of Flyer twice yearly- Labor Day and after New Year
• Email teachers who have not re-requested.
• Talking to vice-principals/ educators in the schools is most
effective but time consuming.
• Free Museum admission passes to students/teachers
Evaluation Form Key to:
• Evaluate our effectiveness
• Determine changes & additions- presentations and practices
• Identifies area for training
Docent, Teacher, Student Collaboration
•
•
•
•

Presentation coordination is via email/phone between the
docent and the teacher ( ~ 20 minutes per teacher)
Teachers Guide is emailed as part of the coordination. It
includes a summary, vocabulary words, reference URLS &
activities.
Evaluation Forms are given out and returned during
presentation.
With the digital presentation and open-ended, engaging, DOK
related questions we connect with the students.

Collaboration between Museum and Docent/Peer Group
Keep Connected to the Museum – general meetings, Museum
website, email, and eBlasts.
•
•
•

Museum exhibition updates & training
Bimonthly progress tracking of presentation statistics on
Docent website.
Evaluation form tracking and review.

Collaboration within the Docent Peer Group, how to:
Keep Connected to the Peer Group – general meetings, docent
website, email, and eBlasts.
Create Presentations – web and printed materials, online data
storage, digital presentations, and meetings, evaluations forms to
determine what is needed
Participate in Observations – Online calendar
Stay Current – docent website, online data storage, general
meetings.
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Training (Lessons, practicum, observation, mentors)
• Existing docents training at beginning of every school year for
program updates
• Mandatory observation for new presentations
• New AITD docent training as follow on to LLLA training
•
•
•
•

Equipment Coordination
Our docent/equipment ratio is ~4/1
Originally equipment garage was at the museum, as we grew
was distributed geographically to docent’s homes
Currently our equipment coordination is through email, the
larger LLAA program has moved to online calendars.

AITD Docent Website
For sustainability a globally accessible, probably secure, well
maintained website is a must for this type of organization.
• Docent and Museum Contact information
• Resource and training materials
• Links to organization’s tools and other websites.
• Events, Calendars, Statistics,
For digital presentation storage the docent website is not likely to
be the right place. File types and accessibility are better suited to
Data Storage sites.

Online Presentation Calendar
Ease of visibility for coordinator, easier to coordinate equipment,
easier for observation scheduling.
Helpful but may not be mandatory.

Online Document Storage
Why – Really a must once you have more than a few docents or a
few presentations involved.
What –Our average data size for one presentation including study
materials is about 400 MBs, ranging from 200 MBs to 700 MBs.
Note: 400MBs is doubled if you are including both MAC & PC
ready presentations.
Our File types for MAC & PC include: .ppt, keynote, .mov, .mp4,
.avi, .gif, .pdf, .doc, pages.
How – Many applications are out there to choose from.

Online Document Storage
•
•
•
•
•

Up to15GB may be free, after which you pay in increments.
You may trade off ease of use for flexibility/functionality.
Email client, Document Sharing, access for Mobile devices,
Online Editing
The more RWE freedom you give for your global
presentations the more monitoring is needed. Know your
client base.
Don’t think it will maintain itself, like your webpage it needs
a responsible person(s).

Museum Website & Online Request Form
Our museum offers a breadth of programs for educators. Ideal
location for public access to the program request form and the
details of the presentation offerings.

Online Registration Form



In our process you must have a coordinator between the
requests, museum, and docent (assume ~½ coordinator*hour
per request).
Don’t forget to plan for requests that happen outside the
school year.

About the online scheduler idea - Is it practical for in “the
classroom” scheduling? Do you really have flexibility to handle
it??? We currently don’t…
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INSPIRE
Sample Slides showing RELEVANCE
Goal: To establish program need and significance
To show how it relates to the classroom in today’s world

Why was the program created?
 Lack of funding had led to a decline in arts education in the
to establish meaning and purpose
classroom
 Standardized testing makes case for the arts even more
necessary
 To expose all students throughout Santa Clara County to
the value of the arts
 To make art accessible at no cost

Times Have Changed

How is program relevant to today’s world? What changes have
been made to stay current?






Technology advances changed nature of knowing/doing
Youth need 21st century skills that require deeper thinking
Many states have adopted new Common Core Standards
Core Standards address value of teaching higher order
thinking
Our program focuses on developing these vital skills

Program details - portfolios
 Art prints for K-6
 Introduction to the elements of art
 Interactive interpretation among students
 Art chosen for relevancy to California State Curriculum
 Art featured represents our diverse Bay Area population

Program details – Art in the Dark digital
 Middle/High School
 Transition to digital allows for more creative techniques to
arouse imagination
 Interactive interpretation among students
 Develops a deeper understanding of curriculum being studied
 Fosters multi-disciplinary approach to learning
 Provides Docent Study Guide and Teacher Guide
How can the arts be woven into the teaching of other subjects?




See W hat You Think
Focus on:
• Visual Thinking Strategy
W hat do you see?
W hat do you see that makes you say that?
W hat more can you ﬁnd?

• Critical Thinking

Program integrates a multi-disciplinary approach to learning
Works of art are visual documents
Opportunities are created to connect visual arts to language
arts, social science-history, math, science and technology

What is a key feature of the program:
 Focus on Visual Thinking Strategy, an open-ended
questioning technique
 Student interaction - encouraged to look close and think deep,
prevents quick dismissal of important details
 Student chooses his/her own road or path, based on evidence
seen
 Encourages development of critical thinking skills –
observation, analysis, reasoning, articulation of ideas
 Provides a “safe” environment to explore, all student insights
welcomed

• Student Interaction

What are the arts good for?
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Art features ambiguity, therefore respect for other
perspectives
Approachable to all students
Teaches to think below the surface
Teaches ability to envision, how to think about what cannot
be seen
Strength of the arts lies beyond the measurable
Look close/think deep skill transfers to later lifetime
experiences
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Sample slides demonstrating SUSTAINABILITY
Goal:

To offer a behind-the-scenes look into the strength of program
To show a high level of Museum, docent and community support
To demonstrate lasting power of program

Does your organization have a governing body?



Elected officers and committee chairs
All docents encouraged to contribute in some way
beyond the classroom experience

How does your organization recruit/train its volunteers?
Docent Recruiting and Training
vol4llaa@sjmusar t.org
Recruiting
SJMA website
N eighborhood group websites
Volunteers websites
Print media
Community organizations
Friends



Recruiting done by a variety of methods, as shown



Professional training/support provided by the San Jose
Museum of Art staff and outside paid speakers

Training – 7 weeks
Lessons, practicum, obser vations, mentors

How do volunteers stay current with the program and to
the arts?


General meetings feature an outside speaker on Bay
Area museum exhibitions, or a paid speaker on
educational topics, or local artists
explaining/demonstrating their process, etc.

Docent Contributions

In what ways do your volunteers contribute to the
program?





12,680
Miles

61
Docents
30,812
Students

Time
Share their knowledge and love of art
Other talents
Financial support

1,175
Classes

How is your program funded?


45% - Docent dues and contributions



55% - Foundations, Service Groups, Society of
Women Educators

Does your organization host a website?



San Jose Museum of Art Bookmark

Docent served as initial Web Designer
Docent/Webmaster now used to maintain the site

Is there a follow-up component to your program?

Free Admission for Student and Family
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Joint collaboration between the San Jose Museum of
Art and Let’s Look at Art
Each student receives a San Jose Museum of Art
bookmark, good for a one-time free Museum visit for
student and family
Opportunity to view original art
First-time Museum experience for many students
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Sample slides showing OUTCOMES
Goal: To measure program effectiveness
To demonstrate the benefits

How is program effectiveness measured?
Measuring Performance







Bottom line:

Evaluation provided to each teacher
Produces both qualitative and quantitative results
Option to return to docent or fax to Museum for
anonymity
Provides opportunity for continuous monitoring
Captures useful teacher quotes

Is statistical data available to support results?
 Quantitative results prove program works
 Results can be used for grant writing purposes

98% of teachers indicated that they would
like us to return to their classroom

How can results be made to appear as real as they are?



Colorful visual of student thank you notes
Provide excerpts/examples of user feedback

What are the teachers saying about the program?


Include 3-5 teacher quotes from evaluation forms

“ The docent used talkative ﬂow to engage students.”

What are the students saying about the program?


More quotes from those who benefit, this time the
students

“ My dream is to become an artist.”
Siennagr, Grade 4

How should you close?
Ar t Makes People Think

With IMPACT!
Copyright Image
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Highlight a vital feature of your program
Leave audience with something to think about
Crescendo up to final slide, in our case using several
user quotes on slides preceding finale
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